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The Hi-Force philosophy of offering a complete service package to support our valued customers needs and 
requirements includes tool rental services. With an extensive array of products available within the Hi-Force 
range, it is sometimes difficult for our customers to decide on the most suitable tool in which to invest their 
money. 

Additionally, with our higher value products like high tonnage cylinders, powered pumps, hydraulic torque 
wrenches, stud bolt tensioners and hydrotest pumps, many clients simply cannot justify the high capital outlay 
to purchase, especially in cases where their needs for the product are relatively short term or even simply for a 
one off job. In some cases annual budget restraints also make it difficult to get purchase expenditure approval 
even though there is a definite requirement for the tools.

Hi-Force actively encourages and promotes its tool rental services package, both at Regional Offices and at 
participating distributors worldwide. Many of our customers worldwide who have purchased Hi-Force products, 
initially took the opportunity to “try out” both our product quality and our level of service support via tool rental. 
Once satisfied, these same customers became brand loyal purchasers of Hi-Force products on a regular basis.

An additional benefit of maintaining a comprehensive fleet of rental tools at our Regional Offices and 
participating distributors is that users can easily request on-site demonstrations, using rental tools at short notice, 
or even utilize our rental services while having their own equipment serviced or repaired. 

TOOL RENTAL
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TOOL RENTAL

In most industries the biggest drain on company 
profits is the loss of time and productivity, due to 
delays in the availability of tools, for completing 
shutdown and maintenance activities. Additionally 
in new construction projects delay penalties during 
construction and commissioning can easily be 
avoided if the right tools are available to carry out 
the work correctly from the outset. Hi-Force tool rental 
offers the perfect solution to help avoid unnecessary 
and costly delays in completion of the work.

Hi-Force tool rental is available on both a short and 
long term basis and all equipment provided is tested, 
calibrated and certified prior to mobilization to site. 
Tools can be mobilized very quickly from the extensive 
stocks, held locally, at all Hi-Force group company 
locations and select Hi-Force Distributors worldwide.

Hi-Force tool rental offers users a fast and economical 
alternative to purchasing capital intensive specialized 
equipment, at short notice.




